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Presenter
Presentation Notes
ELOG21 - The evolution of “Enterprise” Air Force Logistics began with the development of the eLog21.  eLog21 is intended to organize and focus Logistics initiatives on achieving the AF Logistics transformation goals, and acts as a governing mechanism to ensure that funded initiatives are contributing to the AF enterprise transformation priorities.  
LOGEA- To support eLog21, the Logistics Enterprise Architecture (LogEA) was developed to establish the strategy and define the desired future state.  LogEA made several recommendations based on best commercial practices and examined alternatives to support achieving those recommendations that include both processes and IT point of view.  
ECSS - Expeditionary Combat Support System (ECSS), is the IT support required to enable the best commercial practices advocated in the LogEA.  ECSS is a Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) tool suite, that will replace approximately 280 legacy systems, almost all of the major Logistics legacy systems.  ECSS is currently being configured to support the future state business processes.  Fielding ECSS represents a major milestone in the transformation journey, as it will not only bring new IT, it will also bring re-designed business processes.   
ORG EVOLUTION - As re-designed business processes are implemented, the organization of the AF will necessarily evolve.  With improved information visibility across the enterprise, increased rapidity of information, decisions will gravitate toward enterprise level decisions.  Instead of tightly vertically integrated organizations being dominant (complete or near complete organizations with highly structured sub-organizations often segmented by function (Mx, Supply, Contracting)) organizations will move toward horizontal or process oriented organizations (aligned around processes from start to finish, e.g., order to fulfillment, concept to design, procure to pay, etc.).  Examples of enterprise focused organizations include AFGLSC, AFVESA, GACP, where inventory decisions have moved from local levels to an enterprise level.
PEOPLE - As organizations evolve, people must evolve as well.  This is most pronounced in skill sets.  Resources must learn the new processes and new IT capabilities, but must also learn how to operate within the new organizational construct.  Metrics will evolve, changing people’s measures of success and impacting their daily work.  A strong change management approach is being leveraged to ensure that people are prepared and ready to receive this significant change.
ARROW - As the evolution occurs, organizations and people become more intelligent about how the re-designed processes, and new IT capabilities can be best used.  As such, changes to the Transformation approach and strategy will emerge.  These changes will incrementally improve the baseline transformation to continuously improve the processes and IT capabilities.  As those changes are implemented, organizational and people changes will also naturally follow.  These incremental changes will be much smaller than the more significant ECSS transformation, but will still require a continuous evolution to exploit new best practices, new IT capabilities, etc.
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